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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to survey recent developments of network coding, with specific focus on multimedia streaming. Network coding allows nodes to create and
forward “combinations” of incoming messages, which has
been shown to increase throughput. While network coding
has been invented in the information theory field, its potential benefits are spurring new research on its multimedia
applications. We first review the concept of network coding,
and briefly describe its potential benefits from a multimedia
communication perspective. Then, we discuss the specific
issues imposed by media delay constraints on network coding algorithms. Finally, we review some recent works that
develop network coding principles in media streaming applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a lot of attention has been devoted to applications
such as peer-to-peer (P2P) and wireless mesh networks, in
which peer nodes can self-organize in order to exploit more
efficiently the network infrastructure. A significant advantage of these networks lies in the multiple paths and the multiple forwarding peers between servers and clients. The network diversity can be used to enhance the quality of service
in video communication systems with increased bandwidth
throughput or improved resilience to packet loss. However, this requires the development of appropriate streaming
mechanisms, so that the network resources are exploited and
redundancy avoided.
In many cases, it has been found that optimal communication of information over networks requires the intermediate network nodes to perform coding operations. In particular, “network coding” (NC) [1] is a new paradigm that
significantly innovates the prevalent model in which the role
of intermediate network nodes is only to forward the incoming messages towards the appropriate destination. NC
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brings the main novelty of allowing “processing” of messages at each hop in the network. Each intermediate node
is allowed to mix incoming messages and then to forward
the combined packets towards the destination nodes. The
encoding ensures that any destination node can receive with
high probability enough combinations to recover the original messages. NC has been shown to generally improve
throughput, achieving network capacity for single-source
multicasting.
While most NC research has been carried out in the
field of information theory, its potential benefits for media streaming applications have spurred a lot of interest in
the multimedia community. NC multimedia applications
however require to overcome the simplistic network models employed in information theory, and to deal with the requirements specific to multimedia streaming, most notably
the delay constraints. The objective of this paper is to review the basic concepts of network coding, and the design
constraints imposed by practical streaming scenarios. We
finally describe recent NC-based solutions in multimedia
streaming applications.
2. BASICS OF NETWORK CODING
2.1. Two toy examples
Network coding benefits can be exemplified through the two
scenarios depicted in Fig. 1. The first one (Fig. 1-a) conand 
siders a multicast setting in which two sources
want to transmit packets  and , containing binary information symbols, to receivers  and  . The intermediate node
 does not simply relay  and . Rather, it creates a new
packet   , where  denotes bitwise exclusive OR, and
forwards it to  and  . As a consequence, using only once
the outgoing link of ,  can recover  as       ,
and  can similarly recover . In a non-coded network, 
should have made two individual transmissions of  and .
Therefore, as can be seen, coding in the network allows to
increase the throughput (as the saved transmission slot can
be employed to communicate a new packet), reduce the delay (because there is no need to wait for two transmissions
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from ) and the energy consumption (thanks again to the
saved transmission slot). In the second example (Fig. 1-b),
wireless nodes  and  are in the range of a base station
 , but cannot communicate directly; they want to exchange
information packets  and . First,  sends  to  , and then
 sends  to  . The base station creates a new packet   
and broadcasts it to  and  . As in the previous example,
coding allows to save a transmission slot by sending only
the “difference” information with respect to what already is
in the buffer of each node. These two toy examples illustrate
the potential of coding operations in the network nodes.
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Fig. 1. Examples of network coding: (a) multicast with two
sources and two receivers; (b) wireless point-to-point communication.

2.2. The network coding concept
We now formalize NC by looking at the operation of a given
node  of the network. We assume that  has  incoming and  outgoing connections; for simplicity, we assume
that each link can transport one packet per instant of the
time scale and that nodes are able to perform linear coding operations. At a given instant, node  receives a set
  , and combines
of  packets denoted as ,

them to produce  output packets as 
   ,
  . This is a symbol-by-symbol linear combination of co-located symbols of all incoming packets using
coefficients   , with all operations performed on a finite
field  of given size. That is, for every output link, a set of
 coefficients are chosen and used to compute the symbolby-symbol combinations. In general, the input packets are
not the original information packets, but packet combinations themselves. Therefore, each packet typically contains
information about all original packets, but is not sufficient
to decode any of them. Received packets are of the form

    . That is, each of the  received packets is a linear combination, over finite field  , of the set
of  original source packets  . The final combination
coefficients  are assumed to be known, and depend on
the various   ’s that have been used by each intermediate node of the network. This can be conveniently written
 , where
    ,
in matrix notation as
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 , and  is the matrix of coefficients   .
The set of original packets can be recovered if  is invertible over  , i.e., if the received packets are linearly indepen



dent combinations of the original packets; this in particular
requires that   .

Information-theoretic results have shown that NC can
increase network throughput compared to traditional networks in both point-to-point and multicast scenarios. The
linear NC scheme described above achieves network capacity for multicasting from a single source [1]. Linear coding
is however not optimal in general communication settings,
in particular when several sessions are transmitted jointly.
While coefficients   can be chosen optimally when the
network if fully characterized, they are in practice picked
randomly from a uniform distribution over  . This has been
shown [2, 3] to be asymptotically optimal as the finite field
size becomes large. For more details, we refer the reader to
the several excellent tutorials already published, e.g. [4].
Besides increasing throughput, NC also provides other
advantages. Interestingly, routing in a NC setting turns out
to be significantly simpler than in the general case, as it
can be carried out in polynomial time. On a similar note,
random linear NC algorithms tend to blindly “spread” the
information across the network, so that the receiver only
needs to make sure it receives a sufficient number of packets. In many applications, and notably P2P, this can be
leveraged to design very effective information distribution
systems where data management becomes easier. For similar reasons, NC also provides error resilience. The receiver is indeed not sensitive to loss of packets on a particular network segment, since it only needs to receive a
given number of independent packets irrespectively of the
sending node or transmission path. In other terms, global
NC permits to exploit the diversity of the network, if multiple paths are available. Moreover, NC permits to relax
the need for tight synchronization/coordination in packet
delivery. There exist plenty of other studies related to several aspects of NC, including security, error correction and
joint channel/network coding. At the time of this writing, the network coding bibliography, which can be found
at http://www.ifp.uiuc.edu/˜koetter/NWC/,
lists 275 papers.

3. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS IN STREAMING
APPLICATIONS
Despite the huge attention dedicated so far to NC, most papers consider ideal network settings. However, employing
NC for multimedia streaming requires to adapt NC techniques to realistic networks, and to cope with streamingspecific requirements such as delay constraints.

3.1. Network coding and the OSI layers
While NC has been developed for ideal networks represented as directed graphs, practical networks employs protocols to manage communications. Thus, the question arises
of where NC should take place in the OSI protocol stack.
The answer to this question is not unique, but depends on
what results is expected.
Most NC techniques over graphs, when applied in a realistic context, would be implemented as a shim layer between IP and MAC. The advantage of this approach is that,
at each node, the data do not have to be sent all the way
to the transport or application layer for decoding and reencoding packets, avoiding the risk of introducing latency,
which could outweigh the NC throughput benefits. However, this kind of applications are not compatible with the
existing range of IP-based applications.
NC can also be applied above IP, and specifically in
overlay networks, which is the main focus of this paper.
E.g., in [5] a P2P protocol is proposed, in which each node
creates packet combinations and forwards them to the appropriate peers. This can be seen as an application-layer NC
stage. Given the large latency of typical P2P live streaming
protocols, the additional latency introduced by NC is not an
issue, but it might be for other applications. On the other
hand, NC in overlay networks does maintain compatibility.
Moreover, the availability of different network paths from
a server to a peer, and the possibility of choosing different
peers from whom to download the data, are a perfect match
to NC. Indeed, as all packet combinations are equally informative, the receiver is not constrained to wait for a specific
packet, but can receive useful information from any peer involved in a given multimedia session.
3.2. Bandwidth and delay issues
A first step towards practical NC schemes has been presented in [3]. We describe here bandwidth and timing issues
in the NC-based delivery of continuous streams, although
we do not explicitly address delay-constrained NC in this
paper.
A packet format is proposed in [3], which allows each
receiver to construct the matrix necessary for decoding.
In particular, the header of the  -th outgoing packet includes
a global encoding vector, that is, the set of coefficients   ,
with 
      . This generates a rate overhead, as the
size of the global encoding vector is  times the size of
the finite field. However, the overhead can be kept small if
the packet size is large enough. Each node receives a set
of incoming packets with their global encoding vectors, and
can easily compute the encoding vectors   of the outgoing
packets, by combining the received encoding vectors and
the coefficients  .
As real networks transmit packets asynchronously, and
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certain applications (e.g., streaming) continuously transmit
new packets, the NC protocol has to identify which packets
can be combined together. In [3] this is done by dividing
the source packets into so-called generations, i.e., sets of
packets that belong to the same NC session. Thus, each
packet must also be tagged with the generation number, and
each node may have to keep multiple buffers in order to
separately process packets of different generations.
It should be noted that the NC operation of taking linear combinations of packets can be seen as a nonsystematic
erasure correction code in which the parity symbols are not
computed by the server in a centralized way, but rather by
each node. This paves the way for the use of efficient erasure correction coding techniques in the NC scenario. The
scheme in [3] also allows to differentiate the number of received packets required to decode different symbols of the
packets, providing a form of unequal protection that can be
coupled with layered source coding.
Finally, NC increases the overall latency of the streaming system. It further adds extra encoding and especially
decoding complexity. While [5] shows that this is not an
issue on a personal computer, this may not be the case of
other applications with very tight constraints on computation power.
4. NETWORK CODING BASED STREAMING
APPLICATIONS
NC principles have been used recently in multimedia
streaming applications, targeting efficient resource allocation, increased throughput and resiliency to transmission errors. NC has been mostly applied in peer-to-peer or wireless
broadcast scenarios, under different forms. Extensions have
recently been proposed that account for the different packet
importance in media streams.
In a first attempt of pushing channel coding into network
nodes, Reed-Solomon codes or digital fountain codes have
been implemented in network-embedded FEC nodes [6] and
in network peers [7]. Both schemes show that the network throughput can be significantly improved with NC.
However, in both cases, the packets are decoded and reencoded in the network nodes, before transmission towards
the streaming client. Decoding and re-coding operations in
network nodes unfortunately augments the latency of the
streaming system. A new streaming algorithm called ¾ [5]
incorporates random NC along with a random pushing algorithm to smooth the latency problems, and enable live
peer-to-peer streaming. Alternatively, the latency could also
be reduced by avoiding the decoding in the network nodes.
Packet re-encoding with rateless codes has been proposed
in [8], which has been shown to be robust to erroneous channel estimations, especially at high loss rates and with limited
network diversity.

NC has also been proposed as an efficient algorithm for
multicasting multimedia streaming in overlay or peer-topeer networks [9–11], where it can take advantage of path
diversity. The benefit of NC in such scenarios has been analyzed in [5], which shows that NC is very useful in peerto-peer networks, since it provides resiliency to network dynamics and leads to better bandwidth exploitation.
Research has been also conducted in the application of
NC to wireless broadcast scenarios. Once losses happen in
this context, one could rapidly face a feedback implosion
effect if all the receivers expect to receive missing packets
by retransmission. NC has been shown to efficiently combat
the implosion problem [12].
One of the important characteristics of multimedia data
lies in the unequal importance of the packets with respect to
the quality of the decoded information. Typically, the multimedia information is organized hierarchically by the source
coding algorithm, such that it is crucial for the decoder to
receive at least the most important packets. This property
has to be included in the NC algorithm, in order to ensure
an efficient use of the bandwidth resources, and maximize
the quality of the decoded stream. The significance of each
packets can be considered in the selection of the packet to
be encoded in the network, as proposed in [13] and [14]
for effective video streaming over wireless mesh networks
or broadcasting from a WLAN access points, respectively.
The construction of the network codes could also be optimized in order to prioritize the delivery of the most important video frames when the bandwidth or transmission
energy is constrained [15].
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